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President Johnson
M S B
President Eldon Johnson, elected last June, is now thoroughly at home on 
the UNH Campus. He and his family moved into the newly re-decorated 
President’s House on Aug. 1. Although born and educated in Indiana, he 
comes to New Hampshire from the University of Oregon, where he was Dean 
of the College of Liberal Arts, and Dean of the Graduate School. His educa­
tional philosophy includes a belief in the value of extra-curricular activities 
for students.
Leading Japanese Psychologist 
Lectures O n Buddhist Culture
Professor K oji Sato of the University of Kyoto, Japan, will 
deliver a public lecture in Murkland Auditorium on October 1 at 
8:00 p.m. Jointly sponsored by the New Hampshire Psychological 
Association, the U N H  Convocations, Lectures and Concerts Com­
mittee, and Psi Chi, Dr. Sato’s lecture will be entitled “ W isdom  
from the Orient.”
Professor Koji Sato is one of the 
leaders in the Japanese Psychological 
Association, having written many books 
and articles on personality and related 
topics. Holding a Hakose degree (the 
Japanese doctorate), which is given only 
to mature and productive scholars, Dr.
Sato is at present a Fulbright scholar 
doing research on personality at Columbia 
and the University of Michigan. His pet 
subject is the psychology of Zen, 
which he will deal with in his lecture.
Zen is a division of the Buddhist cul­
ture. It had it’s beginning in India ap­
proximately 2,000 years ago, spread into 
China and Korea, and finally flowered in 
Japan. It is the source of the finest 
aspects of Japanese civilization, including 
such different cultural practices as the 
tea ceremony, flower arrangement, and 
Japanese poetry on one hand, and such 
masculine activities as judo, archery, and 
Chivalry (the code of the Samurai) on 
the other hand. Many Japanese have 
taken training in Zen discipline because 
of its possibility for the development of 
character and strong personality.
Although Dr. Sato is steeped in the 
wisdom of the Orient, he is also well 
versed in European and American psy-
Homecoming Weekend Gets Start 
W ith Rally; Features Game, Dance
Edward T. Donovan 
Chosen Acting Dean
Edward T. Donovan, the chairman, 
of the mechanical engineering depart­
ment, is now the Acting Dean of Tech­
nology. H e is taking the place of Dean 
Seeley, who left the University to take 
the position of Vice-president of the 
H. U. Smith Boiler Company at W est­
field, Mass. Mr. Donovan has been 
with the university since 1926 .and will 
remain as acting dean until another is 
appointed. Mr. Donovan’s official title 
is Principal Specialist of Engineering 
Education. Am ong the many things 
he has done are the following: he 
graduated from the University of W is­
consin. in 1921 and became as assistant 
there, he was an assistant and an in­
structor at Purdue University from 
1921-1924, from 1942-1946 he worked 
w ’th the war-training program of the 
U. S. Office of Education in Washing­
ton, he is the chairman of the State 
Board o f Education of Professional 
Engineers, he is a member of the Gen­
eral Council o f the American Society 
for Engineering Education, and the 
chairman of the Northern New Eng­
land section of the American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers. Mr. D ono­
van has four children, two o f whom 
have graduated from U NH , and 
another is a student here now.
chology, and is in an unusually good 
position to bridge the different approaches 
to the study of personality in the East 
and the West.
Dr. Sato’s talk will conclude the one- 
day fall meeting of the New Hampshire 
Psychological Association. During the 
afternoon sessions, there will be panel 
discussions on research problems in the 
behavioral sciences and on the qualifica­
tions of Psychotherapists. President El­
don L. Johnson of UNH will speak at 
the dinner. Presiding at the meetings will 
be the new president of the Association, 
Dr. George M. Haselrud of the UNH 
department of psychology. He has suc­
ceeded Dr. Cecil Gibb of the department 
of psychology at Dartmouth, who re­
signed because of his recent appointment 
as head of the department of psychology 
at the University of Cangerra in Aus- 
traia.
The UNH Chapter of Psi Chi, honor­
ary psychology fraternity and one of the 
sponsors of Dr. Sato’s lecture, recently 
elected the following officers for the com­
ing year: president, Chester Wellington; 
vice-president, Harold DesRoehes; secre- 
tary-treasurer, Judith Leavitt.
Dr. Holden Finds Thailand People 
Friendly; Urge$ Scholastic A id
“ One project which I would like to see the students of the 
University of New Hampshire accomplish this year,”  said Dr. 
John T . Holden, chairman of the department of government, “ would 
be to collect, crate, and ship as many used text books as possible 
to our friends in Thailand.” Dr. Holden, who returned last May to 
U N H  after spending nearly a year in Thailand on a Fulbright Lec­
tureship, pointed out that a serious shortage of textbooks constitutes 
a big problem for Thai students who are trying to get a higher 
education in their homeland.
“ They especially need reference books 
and textbooks on physical and social sci­
ences,” .the government professor said. 
“ Some progress has already been made,” 
added Dr. Holden. “ Several foundations 
have been solicited .to help, but many 
books are needed. A  well-organized cam­
paign by UNH students should be able 
to provide several hundred text books 
for a growing university in Thailand, 
and the money and time expended on this 
project would reap many lasting rewards 
for our own country, as well as theirs.” 
Dr. Holden left UNH on June 1, 1954, 
and returned on May 10, 1955. While in 
Thailand he lectured in government and 
helped to prepare a graduate program in 
the university that was named after the 
royal student who was celebrated in Anna 
and the King of Siam, King Ohulalong- 
korn. In addition to his work at Chula- 
longkorn University, Professor Holden 
also helped the Thai government to start 
an “ in-service” training program.
Peace-Loving People
“The people of Thailand are among the 
most friendly and peaceful persons I have 
ever met,” said Dr. Holden. “And they 
love Americans. They are enthusiastic 
about anything or anybody connected with 
America.” Professor Holden pointed out 
that their constitutional monarchy form 
of government speaks for 18 million 
people who live in a country about the 
size of Texas. “ Their country,”  added 
Dr. Holden, “ is our anchor in the contin­
ent of Asia — if we lose Thailand to the 
Communists we will lose all Asia.” 
Asked to comment on the possibility of 
an internal disorder which could over­
throw the present pro-American govern­
ment, Dr. Holden stated that the Thai 
government has a racial problem which 
contains the Seeds of discontent. He re­
ferred to a minority group which is made 
up of 3 million Chinese. “Many of these 
(continued on page 5)
Senate Votes For 
New P. A. System
Student Senate 'has .purchased a new 
Public Address System for the Uni­
versity. This system is to be given to 
the Outing Club who will be respon­
sible for maintenance and repairs as 
well as renting it out to organizations 
in order of request, it was decided at 
a meeting of the Senate on Monday, 
Sept. 26.
A-s of now there is no P.A. System 
on campus which means that any or­
ganization wishing one must rent it 
from Dover at a high price. The system 
owned by Outing Club last year has 
completely broken down beyond re­
pair. Rent for the new one will not be 
any more than that charged last year, 
six dollars, and it may possibly be less. 
All rent money will be used for repairs.
Student Senate approved commerci­
alization for W M D R , and discussed re­
organization of the Pepcats. Advisors 
of the Senate and the advisor of the 
Pepcats, Carl Lundholm will meet to ­
gether .and possibly reorganize the 
cheering group under the Senate. Pos­
sibility of having a representative from 
the College Road Dorm which has the 
required quota of fifty was also dis­
cussed.
(continued on page 8)
Official Notices
A ll students are responsible for knowledge 
o f notices appearing here.
T o allow the Student Health Service 
staff to concentrate its effort on the 
treatment of illness by freeing it of 
wasting time on seeing students pri­
marily interested in excuses from class 
exercises, the following policy has been 
established by the Student Health 
Committee:
Absence authorizations will be issued 
at H ood House only when the student 
is so ill that his attendance at classes 
would be a hazard to himself or to 
others.
This means that no absence autho­
rization, will be issued 'for such minor 
complaints as headaches, backaches, 
bumps and bruises, sniffles, upsets 
brought on by the student’s own ex­
cesses, drowsiness at 8:10 a.m., etc. 
Treatment for these complaints should 
be sought during the student’s free 
hours. The clinic is open 8 a.m. to noon 
and 1:30 to 4 p.m.
Absence authorizations will be issued 
for bed patients, those with contagious 
diseases, and others for whom the doc­
tors judge class attendance hazardous.
The men’s Physical Education de­
partment will make its own judge­
ments regarding the excuse of a stu­
dent from Physical Education activ­
ities, upon request when the student 
reports to a Physical Education ac­
tivity.
English C, “ Improvement of Read­
ing” is available the first half of this 
semester at one of the following times: 
M W F  8. M W F  3, T T H S  8, or T T H S 
10. The course will be offered at the 
time that accommodates the largest 
number of students and those who wish 
to take advantage of this opportunity 
to improve their reading speed and 
comprehension and urged to register 
immediately at the English department 
office in Murkland 118.
Plans for H om ecom ing W eekend are as follow s:
Friday, Oct. 7, will start off with a “ Beat Maine” rally at 6 :30 
p.m. including cheerleaders, band and entertainment. Following this 
there will be a big H om ecom ing Day dance at New Hampshire Hall 
sponsored by IFC and IDC.
Saturday Oct. 8, registration for 
alumni will take place from 9 :00 a.m. 
to 12:00 noon. From 10:00 to 11:00 a.m. 
there will be an informal reception to 
meet our new president and Mrs: John­
son, deans, faculty and friends. The hosts 
at this reception will be the members of 
the Alumni Association and their hus­
bands and wives. From 11:00 a.m. to 
12:00 a.m. Homecoming decorations will 
be judged. An invitation has been ex­
tended to all fraternities, sororities, and 
men’s and women’s dormitories to par­
ticipate. Cups will be awarded to the 
winners at the half of the Football game. 
Carillon Concert 
At 12:00 a.m. there will be a Carillon 
Concert from the Henderson Memorial 
Carillon from Thompson Hall Tower. 
Starting at 11:30 a.m. and ending at 1 :00 
p.m. the sixth annual chicken barbecue 
will be held, sponsored by the Agricultur­
al Alumni Association and the New 
Hampshire “ 100” Club. Due to last year’s 
capacity crowd the barbecue will be held 
at the Field House this year. Tickets are 
$2.00 and, anyone is welcome to attend. 
The proceeds will be devoted to scholar­
ships.
Kick-off
At Cowell Stadium the kick-off for 
the Maine vs. New Hampshire game is 
at 2 :00 p.m. This will be the 42nd game 
in this series. They will play for the 
BriceCowell Musket which UNH now 
holds. The musket is to honor two long­
term coaches at Maine and UNH and 
is awarded each year to the winner. It 
was purchased jointly by the Portland 
Chapter of UNH Alumni and the Cum­
berland Court Alumni Association of the 
University of Maine in 1948. The musket 
is going to be put in a display in Brads 
window by the Senior Skulls. There will 
be open house at the fraternities, sorori­
ties, and dormitories, after the game; and 
buffet suppers, teas, dinners, and dances 
are being planned. There will also be a 
coffee hour and a dance at the Notch.
The Homecoming Committee, which 
started its work last spring, is composed 
of Barbara Fox of W ID C ; Pete Hood, 
Outing Club; Nathan Brody, IFC; James 
Azier, ID C; Dick Wilson, President of 
Senior Skulls, represented by Chuck 
Phillips; Don Guthry, President of Blue 
Key; Jack- Hoey, Editor of the New 
Hampshire; Mary Lou Sprague, Presi­
dent of Pan-Hellenic Council; Jim Perry, 
President of Student Council; Dean Med- 
esy and Dean MacKoan, Associate Deans 
of Students; Guy Harriman, and Alison 
Sanborn.
H i-U  Day Promises 
Eventful Program
The annual H i-U  Day will be held 
on Friday, October 28, from 8:00 a.m. 
•to 4:00 p.m. here on the U N H  campus. 
Invitations, have been extended to all 
New Hampshire high school students 
interested in a college education.
Progress reports were given at a 
meeting of the committee held in the 
president’s office on Wednesday, Sept. 
21. Members of the committee are: 
chairman, Dick W ilson; sec. and invi­
tations, Bev Jones; 'hosts, Mary 
Sprague and Carol Rawson; faculty 
coffee hour and open house, Ann Don 
ovan; publicity, Bill Paine; registra­
tion, Scotty Colbath; afternoon pro­
gram, Fred Tilton; junior-senior pro­
gram, Tom  Ewing; freshman-sopho 
more, Cathy Olney; exhibits, Irving 
Borwick; lunch, Neal Cronkete. Dean 
Richards is co-ordinator of the entire 
program, each group having a faculty 
advisor.
Registration will begin at 8:30 a.m 
followed by a panel discussion cover­
ing 10 fields of interest. The University 
Band will, play during lunch to be held 
at the field house. Open lunch will be 
held from TOO1 to 4:00' p.m. at all 
dorms, sororities and the following fra­
ternities: SAE, Theta Chi, Phi Mu 
Delta, Sigma Beta, and A T O . During 
the afternoon, exhibits will be held at 
the Notch, Labs, and R O T C  dept. 
Sample classes are being planned from 
the three colleges. A t 3:15 p.m. the 
Concert Choir will present a program 
at N. H. Hall.
The purpose of H i-U  Day is to give 
high school students an interest in col­
lege as well as an opportunity to visit 




The New Hampshire Outing Club 
presents the annual W oodsman’s 
Weekend this Saturday and Sunday, 
Oct. 1st and 2nd. It is featuring team 
events on Saturday afternoon for men 
and women, on Saturday night the 
famous W oodchopper’s Ball, and on 
Sunday a trip to Chocorua Mountain.
The “ old reservoir pasture” on the 
wav to the horticulture farm will be 
the setting for the afternoon events. 
Men equipped with brawn and brains 
will be competing in outdoor fun in­
cluding log felling, twitching, chop­
ping, pulpwood billet throwing, cross 
cut sawing, canoe races, and pack 
-board races in which 50 pounds of sand 
in a burlap bag will be carried for 200 
yards. The women will be holding 
their own in. a display o f thrills and 
skills in a naturalist test, in which 
woodsman’s objects must be identied, 
firebuilding, cross cut sawing, _ oanoe 
races, and pack races, in Which 25 
pounds of sand in a burlap bag will 
be carried for 200 yards.
Woodchopper’s Ball
The outdoor spirit and enthusiam are 
expected to be re-lived Saturday night 
at the W oodchopper’s Ball at New 
Hampshire Hall from 8 to 12 p.m. 
when Paul Aliopoulis and his band will 
be playing. A  prize will be awarded to 
the “ woodiest couple” whe best reflect 
the th'^me. Trophies for the outdoor 
events will be awarded at this time. 
The cups awarded this year will be­
come permanent possessions of the 
housing units. Prizes will also be pre­
sented to the couple whose combined 
efforts and skills win them the “cross 
cut sawing title” .
Sunday bright and early at 7 a.m. 
the Outing Club trucks will leave for 
a climbing trip up Mt. Chocorua.
Tickets will be sold all week, or they 
may be purchased at the door. A 
friendly welcome to all is extended by 
the New Hampshire Outing Club.
IDC and IFC Make Plans 
For Oct. Homecoming Dance
The Interdormitory Council and the 
Inter fraternity Council are preparing 
for the annual Homecoming Dance, 
to be held on October 7, from 9-12 
•p.m. This year -the Dance has been 
changed from Saturday to Friday to 
make for a longer Homecoming W eek­
end and also to avoid competition from 
fraternity house parties. Prior to the 
Dance will be a pep rally on Bonfire 
Hill.
Concert Choir 
Sang For Ike’s 
N. H. Visitation
Last June through Governor Lane 
Dwin-ell at Concord came a request 
from Washington for the University of 
New Hampshire Concert Choir to sing 
for President Dwight D. Eisenhower 
on his New England trip.
When -the request came the Choir 
members had all gone home, and the 
robes were hung up. By letter, tele­
graph and telephone the Choir -mem­
bers were all contacted immediately 
and asked to return for -this occasion. 
Nearly every Choir member was able 
to be here. The robes of those unable 
to return- to -the campus were filled -by 
alumni of the Concert Choir who had 
graduated in Jhe previous year. The 
group all assembled on the campus and 
practiced arduously. One girl travelled 
by bus from Ohio to keep the appoint­
ment. Special -accomodations in the 
dormitories and at the Commons were 
provided by the University. When the 
time arrived for the group to go to 
the Belknap Recreation Area where 
-they were -to appear before the Presi­
dent, two large buses came to Ballard 
Hall to make the trip. Since the Choir 
personnel would be so close to the per­
son of the President all names had to 
be submitted to the security officers for 
clearance. When -the buses arrived at 
the Belknao area all names were 
checked by the officials and each mem­
ber of the choir was given an identi­
fication tag that -they were to have vis­
ible at all times.
After the Choir had -sung its formal 
portion of the program the Choir led 
the audience, the President and his 
party in a big community sing. One of 
the community numbers sung by the 
Choir -and the audience was accom-. 
panied by the United States Army 
Band. When it was all -over the Choir 
returned to Durham, hung up its robes, 
thus officially closing the season.
Our Choir under the direction of 
Prof. Karl H. Bratton represented the 
(continued on page 4)
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Note: The editorial appearing below is a reprint from the October 8, 1953 
issue of The New Hampshire. W e feel that it is better to print words of our 
predecessors which have import today than to prattle in our own style when 
there is no issue at hand which we feel merits our editorial comment. My, 
how stagnant the times since ’53! -Ed.
Rabble In Arms
Concepts rule men’s minds, especially the minds of college 
men. Call them stereotypes, call them prejudices, call them what 
you will —  but they control and guide almost every facet of man’s 
relation to man. These concepts are pervasive and persuasive, anc. 
react most violently to refutation.
Leadership is just such a concept. Over the years, there has 
developed a concept of collegiate leadership, bolstered by novels 
and movies and made traditional by a thousand pep rallies and 
buffet dinners. Picture the collegiate leader: he dresses well, but 
he is never over-dressed. He drinks congenially, but he is never 
drunk in public. He dates consistently, but not licentiously.
He is apt to be taller than the average, and athletic without 
being an athlete; his marks are a gentleman’s “ C” , his manners 
polished without being prudish, his ethics acceptable without being 
idealistic. A ll in all, he is a good Joe to have on a party.
Man, especially college man, turns to this concept to provide 
„his leaders. The college leader that is cut from this cloth is sure 
to be dependable, capable, and respectable: he will lead well. The 
campus radicals may call him “ Babbitt” , but who care about campus 
radicals and their philosophy courses? Pick your campus. Harvard, 
Yale, whatever: the guy is there, leading the crowd, or at least 
presiding over it. Much has been accomplished under his leader­
ship ; there is steady, even progress towards the good.
Dungarees In Education
But something happened when city and state universities 
knocked the price of education down to the point where it often 
becom es cheaper to go to college than to stay away from it. The 
process was accelerated by the G. I. Bill of Rights, and now a col­
lege education is becom ing a right instead of a privilege. Back­
woodsman and bowery boy are walking under the spreading ivy 
flow. Education has turned democratic, and the effect is somewhat 
similar to the inauguration of Andrew  Jackson as president o f these 
'Qnited States.
W hen this happens, it is inevitable that a similar revolution 
takes place in the concepts of leadership and leaders. As the first 
group of non-collegiate college men came into the fold, two things 
happened: they were misfits or they were assimilated. The cruder 
types clung to dungarees and beer, the more versatile rented tuxedos 
and climbed the collegiate ladder.
There is nothing w rong in this. The process backfires only when 
the non-collegiates outnumber the collegiates and assimilation be­
com es difficult —  then the situation begins to resemble that o f an 
amoeba confronted by a bottlecap.
Then comes the revolution. N ot only are the non-collegiates 
in a position where they are able to assume leadership —  they are 
frl a position where they must assume leadership.
For Whom The Bell Tolls
Chaos, of course, is the result. T w o groups of leaders, two 
groups of followers arise on the campus in mutual conflict. The 
traditional leaders are somewhat hurt by the intransigence of the 
revolutionaries; the revolutionaries are incensed at the staunch con­
servatism of the traditional leaders. Even more confusing, the two 
groups shade into each other, so that the serene middle group is 
Confronted with an unwanted choice between radical and reaction­
ary.
The conflict builds upon itself. Seeking progress, the radical 
new-com ers thrust out w ild ly ; seeking stability, the traditional col­
legians draw back to deeper conservatism. The middle group, seek­
ing sanity, finds only confusion.
This is the stage at which the University population finds it­
self. W hat will be the outcom e? There are but tw o sources for 
historical parallels. One is in the great state colleges of the west, 
where the revolution became evolution because education grew 
with the population instead of being imposed upon it. The other 
lies in the revolutions of history —  the fighting ones, the literary 
ones, the political ones, and the religious ones.
And wherever one looks, the same result is clear. The conflict 
disappeared when the contestants disappeared, and the situation 
was the better as a result of the conflict. The revolution was not 
on ly inevitable, it was salutory.
The Observer by Paul Wilson Sullivan
Boardwalk
“ . . . . I take it for just so long. Then someone steps on my 
corns and they’re a dead pigeon. D 'you  follow  me? I ’m here from 
10 a.m. to 3 in the morning. W hen I get home my kid hears me come 
in and he comes running downstairs and he says Are you home, 
M om m y? Are you hom e? W ill you cook bweakfast, M om m y? I 
can’t take it! For what? So some H ym e Putz can walk in here and
To the Editor
T o : The Editor of the New Hampshire
Each year the wisdom of bringing 
upperclassmen back to participate in 
the activities of Orientation W eek be­
comes more and more apparent. This 
year under the leadership of the Stu­
dent Senate Committee on Orientation 
Week, almost one hundred upperclass 
men and women planned and executed 
•what we believe was the most success­
ful Orientation W eek in history. T o 
single out any one group would be 
grossly unfair to all the others— Soph­
omore Sphinx, Mortar Board, Alpha 
Phi Omega, Senior Skulls, Student 
Union, The University Religious 
Council, and Outing Club all had 
major programs which they conducted 
in a truly professional manner. Many 
other groups did outstanding work in 
Student Activities Night, Student Gov­
ernment Night and during Dorm Meet­
ings. Whatever degree of success Ori­
entation W eek attained is due largely 
to the enthusiasm of those men and 
women of the Sophomore, Junior, and 
Senior Classes who gave (ff their time 
and energy— in many cases giving up 
jobs which would have brought them 
good income if they had chosen to 
work for another week.
W e of the Counseling Service Staff 
only hope that the Class of ’59 will 
show by its work at U N H  during the 
next four years that Orientation W eek 
has taught them, the cooperative tra­
dition of UNH  so well examplified this 
past week by all of the upperclassmen 
who worked on their Orientation 
Week.
Paul H. Mclntire
Chairman of Orientation W eek
Director of Counseling
R e s  C am pa
It certainly will not come as an 
earthshaking revelation to even the 
most naive frosh that words are, and 
especially in college, an integral part 
of the funny thing we so blithely call 
life. So, with such an amazingly astute 
piece of food for thought, let us look 
to Webster for a moment, in inquire 
about a word which strikes this mind 
as being most descriptive of our fair 
campus at present.
Noah W ebster who, incidently, 
should be every student’s chum, gives 
as a definition of the word in cast, “ a 
sudden brief commotion of air: a ner­
vous commotion or flutter”— the word, 
F L U T T E R .
T o take a very primary, and perhaps 
the most literal, definition, we could 
mention the rapid increase of the flut­
ter of leaves. ’Tis fall, you know, and 
the observing eye has probably noticed 
that the sugar maples are beginning to 
take on their usual beautiful hues, and 
then, in due course, make their flut­
tering way to the ground— and that is 
good. Then we have their colorful dec­
orations underfoot and overhead— most 
complete!
There are other very elementary 
flutters going on. You can’t possibly 
have missed the mad flutter, almost 
approaching stampede proportions, to 
Dunfey’s new, and we must say, much 
improved place of business, once the 
•the gawdy sign and timeless atmos­
phere are overcome. Also, any of those 
few hardy souls who braved the ele­
ments to attend the opening of the 
Wildcat football season, will agree that 
all the scoring and razzle dazzle was 
accompanied by a discouraging amount 
of flying, fluttering mud, a situation 
which we hope will not be repeated, 
because the crowd was most heartening 
in view of the conditions.
No sophisticated, casual upperclass­
man would venture such an idea, but 
it seems most certain that the forth­
coming social season must set a bit 
of a flutter in the heart of any but the 
cold hearted. The proponderance of 
happily nervous frosh being squired 
around would seem to uphold this 
thought.
Since we are primarily an institution 
dedicated to the ideals of education, it 
might be wise to ponder the chance 
of a flutter being present in intellectual 
realms. Any late registering or dissa­
tisfied student will assure you that 
there has been a decided and disheart­
ening flutter of students surrounding 
the T-H all drop and add tables, as well 
as the bothered bookstore.
But perhaps we should be just a 
little more serious and put in a hopeful 
plug for some sort of flutter of ideas, 
at the beginning of the current scho­
lastic year. It is althogether fitting 
and proper that such a commotion in 
the minds of New Hampshire students 
should occur. In fact, we can go so far 
as to say that the presence of at least 
some thinking is vital. W e are often 
much amused with the witty student 
who thinks of some version of the old, 
“ D on’t let your studies interfere with 
your social life” , or “ An hour exam is 
that which takes an hour’s studying, 
not an hour in answering.” It is 
granted such might approach a form 
of humor in some circles, but they need 
never fear being tagged as astute.
W e are, after all, university students. 
Thoughts, ideas, and a little thinking 
about these things require some 
amount of flutter in even the most apa­
thetic mind. And may we not deny that 
such a flutter at least begins to ap­
proach that desirable condition of in­
tellectual curiousity that holds such 
prominence in most educational circles.
All this from one small word. W e 
will grant that there has perhaps been 
a little stretching of the imagination 
here, but it’s all happening, and you 
may even find the preceding discourse 
arouses somewhat of a flutter in your 
brain— it’s good for what ails you.
“ I hope to see a crowd, a host of 
fluttering thoughts dancing madly in 
your minds”
with great apologies to W ordsworth
pretend she doesn’t know ine? Furs? Let 
me tell you something, college boy : I 
have F U R S ! You wouldn’t recognize me 
with them on. I have F U R S ! D ’you fol­
low me? . . .  .”
. But where does one go when 
it’s raining? If it weren’t raining I 
should go somewhere and have a drink. 
And what a perfectly dull evening. Not 
a smile anywhere. They were just 
THERE. And the orchestra played the 
same music it played last night. If I 
closed my eyes it could ‘have been five 
nights ago. One, two, three, four, five . 
. . There you are. Perfectly ghastly place. 
All one can do is go to bed . . .
. . . .  The lady on the third floor who 
thought Ed Mur row was a Red was con­
vinced she had a better idea. Let every 
Jew in the world shoot another Jew and 
then there’s be no more Jews. Mister, 
Hilter was right about TH AT, and 
everybody laughed because they couldn’t 
fly on one wing, you know. Out to Mon­
mouth for the Daily Double: Don’t Cry 
Young Lovers by a nose . . .
Usually in the maritime climate, in 
which the ocean has a moderating effect 
upon the extremes of both winter and 
summer, usually, I say, one can find a 
cool alone-ness by the ocean. At Kenne- 
bunk, on Nantucket, in Gloucester’s coves 
the sand turns blue at night: the water 
turns silver, and the wind hurries moon- 
darkness. In a world that has just begun 
you can hear a heartbeat. The only 
voices are your own.
But on the boardwalk the ocean is a 
rather tedious backdrop before which is 
presented one of the weirdest dramas in 
human tragedy. Only in the hurricane, 
when frenzied winds hurl crashing 
breakers across the boards, lashing the 
cheap taffy stands with sand and drench­
ing everything in a waxy brine — only 
in the hurricane is the ocean seen. Only 
then the neon dies. The boardwalk em- 
ties. The city huddles and hides, thrust 
into a moment of reality, looking with 
bitter clarity at its own scars.
. . . .  The idea is to race the live fish 
in the water-filled tube, with the metallic 
fish, also inside the tube. By adroitly 
jabbing the live fish with the metallic 
fish it is possible for human intelligence 
to beat it to the finish line. The prize: 
A  pound of coffee, pre-ground, or a 
black Teddy-bear . . . .
On the lake, largely composed of 
slime and popcorn bags from the 50c 
theater showing Lana Turner as a high 
priestess, there’s a Swan Boat. It’s
shaped like a big Swan, with Westing- 
house eyes, rusty green wings painted on 
the sides, and a Diesel engine quack, 
punctured by the giggles, catcalls and 
ooooooohs of its discriminating clientele. 
This is all aesthetically imposed against 
a background of sizzling neon, garshly 
reflected in the oily night-water, and 
caressed by the symphonic tone of the 
merry-go-round playing a jazzed-up 
march version of Onward Christian 
Soldiers. Rare moments of only deafen­
ing • bedlam are relieved by weary loud­
speaker announcements from the bus 
terminal, where hot, dirty buses grind hot, 
dirty people back to unreal places.
. . . .  Here’s to the city of twelve shots 
for a quarter. Here’s to the city of stony 
taffy apples, limp ice cream waffles, and 
beaches where you pay 99c to sit on God’s 
sand and swim in God’s water. Here’s to 
the city of citronella, the drunk on the 
bench in wrinkled slacks, the gaudy 
church with the carefully spotlighted 
sign promising the return of Christ. 
Here’s to the Negroes worked savagely 
on 16-hr. shifts to cut labor costs, the 
Christian hotels that refuse Jews, the 
Jewish hotels that refuse Negroes. Here’s 
to the funny people who frantically escape 
the franctic city on torrid weekends, 
clutching a fragment of release from the 
neon-erush, dog-eat-dog, and miles of 
unbroken pavement, to seize a weekend 
of more of the same . . . .
. . . .  Here’s to the boardwalk: The 
Saturday band that plays too fast;' the 
soldier, homesick, leaning over the rail 
and looking blankly out to sea. Here’s 
to the 300 percent markup, the waitresses 
counting the days till college, the bandit 
auctions for very foolish people. And, let 
us not forget him, the summer business­
man. whose success is precisely the ability 
to grind enough face into the sand to 
cover costs by July 31st and make the 
rest of the summer gravy. In short, here’s 
to us, and to our civilization, its inner 
sores come festering to the surface, its 
cruelties, coldness and greed unsoftened 
by the dignities of the plush executive 
carpet, where men of distinction make the 
world safe for the 19th century.
Across the bridge it is possible to 
find trees and flowers and lattice cottages. 
Across the bridge is a ( ‘religious” city. 
Almost no neon, except on the cross. And 
shops that sell jasmine tea. And on Sun­
days no cars are permitted on the streets. 
And every morning cameo ladies in white 
shoes go the organ recital. And in the 
stores there are chopping boards in the 
form of crosses, reminding you in burnt 
stencil that JESUS SAVES, eyen as the 
restaurant placques remind youj in burnt 
stencil ,that he is the silent guest at each 
of your meals therein. And there’s a 
huge auditorium where as many as 10,000 
people can be treated to faithful attacks 
on humanism, liberalism and behavioristic 
psychology. In the unlikely event you 
•could forget, there’s a huge neon cross 
on the steeple to assure the world of 
the city’s Christianity. It can be seen, 
the man boasted, three miles at sea . . .  .
But the strawberry cheese cake’s out of 
this world, and the tips are good, and 
I always said, he said, if a person really 
H AS IT, he can be happy and creative 
anywhere. Happiness is inside. You don’t 
get it by going somewhere. And when we 
leave here we’ll know what we’re fight­
ing against, and wht we’re fighting for. 
But the diamond ring lady who owned 
the hotel said she was not in business 
for love. Because she boasted, sitting 
there on the porch with circles under 
her eyes, that she paid him only 60 
dollars a month, plus a rusty couch in 
the wet cellar and all the left-overs he 
could eat, 7 days a week, 16 hours a day. 
She was in business for love.
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American History 
Published By Long
Dr. David F. Long, associate pro­
fessor of history at UNH , recently 
collaborated with Dr. Robert E. Rie- 
gel, professor of history at Dartmouth 
College, on a general College American 
History textbook. The two volume 
work, entitled “ The American Story,” 
was published in early April of this 
year. It is now being used as the text 
for the History 7-8 course here at
UNH.
Interestingly enough, Dr. Riegel 
taught the first college history course 
Dr. Long took, when he was a fresh­
man at Dartmouth. After graduating 
from that institution in 1939, Dr. Long 
went on to Columbia for Graduate 
Study, obtaining his doctorate there 
five years ago.
Dr. Long spent the past summer 
teaching at the Harvard Graduate 
School of Education on an experi­
mental program for training very bril­
liant Liberal Arts graduates who wish 
to go into public school teaching. This 
program was assisted by the Ford 
Foundation. By a special summer 
school session and an internship pro­
gram in suburban Boston high schools, 
the students in this program will be 
able to obtain a Master’ degree in Ed­
ucation from Harvard by next June.
Student Church Observes 
World Communion Sunday
Dr. James Miller, Professor of Re­
ligion at Bates College, will be guest 
speaker at Student Church on Sunday, 
October 2 at the 11:00 o ’clock service 
in Murkland Auditorium. Following 
the sermon communion will be' served 
by Dr. Miller and Rev. Henry Hayden, 
Minister of Student Church. The 
■theme of the service will be “ W orld 
Relatedness’’ in commemoration of 
world communion Sunday.
At 7 :00 p.m. that evening at 206 New 
Hampshire Hall the student commis­
sions of the church will be organized 
and new officers elected. All students 
of the university interested in partici­
pating in the life of the Student Church 
are invited to attend. The meeting will 
be led by Charles Phillips, Chairman, 
and the commissions of worship, 
music, outreach, and stewardshp will 
be formed that evening.
A  new worship center will be dedi­
cated this fall. In charge of the design 
and execution is Robert Thurston. Ad­
visors are Professor Hatch and Miss 
Clark of the Art Department.
. . . Sitosterol gives promise as a safe 
remedy for heart trouble and high blood 
pressure. Discovery that it can be ex­
tracted from the residue of wood used 
to make kraft paper sacks indicates the 
supply problem can be solved.
On Campus withM axShujioan
( Author o f " Barefoot B oy With Cheek,”  etc.)
HURRAY FOR THE RED, WHITE AND GOLD!
There’s a new package on Philip Morris Cigarettes. It’s red 
and white and gold and pretty as a picture. You’d never guess 
that behind anything so bright and cheerful is a saga packed 
with action and passion, with love and romance and not a 
few tears.
It started quietly enough. The makers of gentle Philip Morris, 
as hale a bunch of fellows as you ever clapped your eyes upon, got 
to talking last summer during their annual outing on Attu, a 
secluded and unspoiled island, often called “ The Capri of Alaska.”  
Capri, on the other hand, is often called “ The Attu of Italy.”
B ut I digress. I was saying that the makers of Philip Morris, 
jim-dandy fellows every man-jack of them, got to talking on their 
last outing. “ Don’t you think,”  said one maker to the other 
makers, “ that our brown Philip Morris package, though in ^nany 
ways terribly fetching, doesn’t quite reflect the basic quality of 
today’s Philip Morris—its happy gentleness, its jolly lightness?”  
“ Why, yes,”  replied the other makers to the first maker, “ we 
do think that our brown Philip Morris package, though in many 
ways terribly fetching, doesn’t quite reflect the basic quality of 
today’s Philip Morris—its happy gentleness, its jolly lightness.”  
“ Let us have the pack re-designed!”  suggested the first maker, 
whose name is Laughing Ned.
“ Yes, let us!”  cried the other makers, whose name is Fun- 
Loving Tom. “ Let us! Let us! Let us!”
The makers forthwith engaged the prominent firm of package 
re-designers, Sigafoos and Associates. It was with full con­
fidence that the makers entrusted the task to Sigafoos and 
Associates, for Sterling Sigafoos, the senior member, is known 
the length and breadth of the world as “ The Grand Old Man of 
Package Re-designing,”  and his partner, Fred Associates, 
though a younger man, is everywhere regarded as a comer. * 
Sigafoos and Associates began their job by conducting inter­
views from coast to coast to determine what kind of pack people 
wanted for Philip Morris. The partners could not do the inter­
viewing themselves — Sigafoos because of his advanced years; 
Associates because he is subject to motion sickness —so they 
sent our two trusted employees: Mr. Walker Nylet (Yale ’51) 
and Miss Felicia Sigafoos (Radcliffe ’52), daughter of the 
senior partner. After canvassing the entire nation and tabulating 
more than 90 million interviews, Mr. Nylet sent the following 
communique to the home office:
“ Dear Dad and Associates,
I call you Dad because Miss Sigafoos and I discovered 
during our long and exhaustive survey that never were two 
people so admirably suited. We have accordingly been 
married and have accepted a position with the United States 
Government keeping the lighthouse off Gay Head, Martha’s 
Vineyard.
I hope you are not too upset by this news. May I suggest 




W ell sir, old Sigafoos fumed for a while, but at last he calmqd 
down and went to visit the newlyweds in their lighthouse, bring­
ing them a suitcase full of twenties as a wedding gift. It was 
there he learned that people want Philip Morris in the red, white, 
and gold package which you are now, I trust, holding in your 
very own hand. ©Max shuiman, 1955
The makers of PHILIP MORRIS who bring you this column beg to 
remind you that for a while you’ll still be seeing Philip Morris both 
ways — in the bright new red, white and gold package, and in the 
friendly familiar brown.
Success In Ice Cream, Beefsteak, 
Due To U N H  N utrien t Laboratory
W ho doesn’t enjoy a good steak or a refreshing ice cream cone? 
Yet, do we ever stop to think of the work and experimentation 
that goes into providing better beef and milk cows for us? A fter 
buying our ice cream cones at the University Dairy Bar, we pass 
the Animal Nutrient Laboratory without even a glance of grati­
tude. Located^ beside Pettee Hall, the Animal Nutrient Laboratory 
has as its main objective the improvement and simplification of 
procedures and methods for carrying out metabolism studies.
Early Years
This laboratory, one of the oldest re­
search units of the N. H. _ Agricultural 
Experiment Station, came into being in 
1918 when Dr. F. G. Benedict, then the 
director of the Nutrient Laboratory of 
the Carnegie Institution of Washington, 
became interested in extending physio­
logical studies with humans to animals.
He proposed that the N. H. Agricultural 
Experiment Station carry on cooperative 
research with his laboratory. After Dr.
Benedict retired in 1938, the work con­
tinued on a reduced scale until 1945 when
Dr. T. M. Carpenter, Dr. Benedicts sue-^nation’s serious shortage of engineers,
' ™ ' T . t , , scientists, and techniciansxpromises to
remain acute for many years. The sit­
uation may become increasingly severe 
as our complex technolpgical civilation 
grows more and more dependent upon 
the services of these skilled people.
During the past hundred years en­
gineering aplications of science to prac­
tical problems have resulted in more 
new developments than in all prior re­
corded history. The growth of our in­
dustrial system, both in size and com ­
plexity, has been both the cause and 
the result of the continual expansion 
of the “ technological team”— our en­
gineers, scientists, and technicians.— 
especially in recent decades.
This team, our most valuable nat­
ional resource, has been the major con­
tributor to the doubling eyery fourth 
years of the American standard of 
living, now at the highest level the 
world has ever known.
cessor, retired. The Nutrient Laboratory 
of the Carnegie Institute was then dis­
banded and all* the equipment of the 
laboratory was presented to the Universi­
ty. This very generous gift make the 
Animal Metabolism Laboratory here one 
of the most completely and efficiently 
equipped laboratories in existence for 
carrying out nutrient utilization studies 
with dairy cattle.
Pioneer
At the inception of the laboratory a 
large respiration chamber for metabolism 
studies with mature steers and cows was 
installed and since then the laboratory 
has been regarded as a pioneer in the 
field of indirect calorimetry. Many agri­
cultural experiment stations in this and 
several foreign sountries have copied pro­
cedures or equipment of the laboratory. 
Due to the generosity of the Carnegie 
Institute of Washington the laboratory is 
equipped to measure the heat production 
of any animal from a baby chick to a 
3000 lb. bull. The metabolism stalls are 
built to make possible accurate and in­
dividual feding as well as comfort for 
the cows. The respiration chamber for 
measuring energy expanded by large 
farm animals is air conditioned and 
equipped to feed the animal, water him, 
and remove the excreta without disturb­
ing the experiment, thus making the ex­
periment unlimited. The animal’s activity 
is recorded on  a kymograph and its 
change of position causes a bell to ring 
so the time can be noted. Other interest­
ing and advanced technical equipment the 
laboratory has at ’its disposal is apparatus 
for recording the varying degrees of 
muscular activity, skin temperature, heart 
rate, a work dynamotor to record the pull 
of a horse and other equipment which 
simplifies the laboratories procedures and 
increases their accuracy.
Present Research
The first investigations carried out on 
farm animals dealt with fundamental laws 
of vital activity. Researches now in pro­
gress include a study of the relative nutri­
tive value of forages which are har­
vested and preserved by different methods, 
the relationship between the diet of ani­
mals, the activity of flora in the digestive 
tract and utilization of proteins and ener­
gy. In addition, to its value in funda­
mental physiological research, the animal 
nutrient laboratory is being used for 
solving practical livestock feeding prob­
lems. Such information properly inter­
preted furnishes a basis for evaluating 
feedstuff with an accuracy not approached 
by any other method.
On your way back from class or the 
Dairy Bar, drop in to visit the Metabo­
lism Laboratory. Visitors are cordially 
invited ancPwill find their visit interesting 
and worthwhile. '
Police Chemist Cites Drinking 
As Cause of Major Crimes
Stabbings, assults and the carrying 
of concealed weapons are “ definitely 
crimes of alcoholic influence,” accord­
ing to Floyd M. Shupe, Columbus, 
Ohio, police chemist.
Chemist Shupe tested 882 arrested 
persons for intoxication in a recent 
study sponsored by the American Bus­
iness Men’s Research Foundation.
Persons arersted for' stabbings were 
1. to 1 under the influence of alcohol; 
for assaults, 10 to 1 under the influ­
ence, and for carrying conceded weap­
ons, 8 to 1. Shupe reported:
“ O f those who were caught in the 
city of Columbus, during the past two 
years, during or immediately after the 
commission of a crime, 64 per cent 
were under the influence of alcohol to 
such an extent that their inhibitions 
were reduced.”
Unofficial mascot of the University of 
New Hampshire football team during 
fall camp was “Duke” a yearold Boxer 
dog owned by Quarterback Charlie Car- 
amihalis. One day when Duke wandered 
into the offensive backfield during dummy 
scrimmage Charlie yelped, “ If you don’t 
know the signals Duke, get out of here.”
SEE YOU AT THE
LA CANTINA
Where Pizza Is King 
DOVER, N. H.
Recruits Needed For 
Technological Team
by Henry H. Armsby, Ph.D.
Chief of Engineering Education, U.S. 
Department of Health, Education, and 
W  elf are.
Unless drastic action is taken, the
. . . Rhododendron and periwinkle con­
tain chemical compounds helpful in com­
batting high blood pressure.
W M D R  Broadcasts 
R. I. Game Saturday
HMDR, the campus broadcasting sta­
tion, will broadcast this Saturday’s Rhode 
Island-New Hampshire football-game di­
rect from Kingston, R. I. The play-by- 
play report sponsored by Brad Mclntire 
and the Wildcat, goes on the air at 1 :55 
p.m. All home and away games will be 
broadcast this year.
Regular international news coverage 
will be undertaken this year with the in­
stallation of a United Press Teletype. 
Lucky Strike is sponsoring the two 
fifteen-minute broadcasts scheduled for 
7 :30 a.m. and 7 :_15 p.m. Five-minute news 
bulletins will be scattered throughout the 
broadcast day and any special bulletins 
will be reported as they happen.
W M DR also announces the opening of 
a special program of college music fea­
turing Jill Corey as mistress of cere­
monies. The time is not yet set, but Presi­
dent Eliot Jameson intimated that it 
would be in the late evening hours. Spon­
sored by Old Gold Cigarettes, UNH is 
one of only about twenty colleges in the 
country to have this special feature. Other 
colleges include Yale, Harvard, Dart­
mouth, the University of Michigan and 
the University of Illinois.
New members will be welcomed in the 
annual fall interviews and auditions 
planned by the station for today and to­
morrow. Openings must be filled in all 
departments — announcing, engineering, 
publicity, etc. All are invited and no ex­
perience is required. Professor Edmuni 
A. Cortez, professor of speech at the 
university and advisor to Mike and Dial 
Radio, will assist in the auditioning of 
prospectve announcers. Engneers will be 
interviewed by the head engineer. These 
tryouts are scheduled for 4-6 p.m. and 
7-9 p.m. today and from 2-4 p.m. 
tomorrow.
Jim Walker, University of New Hamp­
shire end, and Don Swain, a guard, ate 
co-captains of varsity lacrosse. Marcel 
Couture is captain-elect of varsity track, 
and first string fullback in football. 
Counting the two football co-captains 
this gives the Wildcats five team cap­
tains in their lineup.
For a Better Used Car. .
Completely Reconditioned and Fully Guaranteed 
Call Your Local Chevrolet Dealer
G reat Bay M o to r Company
Newmarket, N. H. Telephone 15
Yardley brings you 
a new feeling of well-being— 
London style
The way to arrive at this happy state, gentlemen, is to use 
Yardley After Shower Powder morning and night. Here is 
a cooling, masculine body powder—conceived in England 
and now made in America—which has a special drying action 
effective in the muggiest weather. Its deodorant properties are 
invaluable. At your campus store, $1.10 plus tax. Makers and 
distributors for U. S. A., Yardley of London, Inc., New York.,
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Dean Blewett On 
Public Health Service
Edward Y. Blewett, Dean of the Col­
lege of Liberal Arts, University of New 
Hampshire, has been appointed to serve 
on the National Advisory Dental Re­
search Council, it was announced today 
by Surgeon General Leonard A. Scheele 
of the Public Health Service, U. S. De­
partment of Health, Education, and W el­
fare.
As a member of the council, Dean 
Blewett will advise and make recommen­
dations to the Surgeon General regard­
ing activities of the National Institute of 
Dental Research, Bethesda, Maryland. 
This is one of the seven institutes which 
make up the National Institute of Health, 
main research branch of the Public 
Health Service. Dean Blewett will serve 
a 4 year term beginning October 11
The Council was established by act of 
Congress in 1948. Upon its recommenda­
tions, the Surgeon General awards grants 
to universities, dental schools, and other 
non-federal institutions conducting re­
search on diseases of the mouth and 
teeth. The Council’s 12 members are out 
standing men in science, education, and 
public affairs. There are two ex-officio 
members representting the Veterans Ad­
ministration and the Defense Department.
UNH Graduate
Dean Blewett was born in Yonkers, 
New York, but spent the greater part of 
his early life in Braintree, Mass. He re­
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Eyes Examined 
Prescriptions Filled
Prompt Service on Repairs 
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HOTEL NEW YORKER 
NEW YORK
1 in a room $5.50
2 in a room $4.50
3 in a room $3.50
4 in a room $3.00
ROOSEVELT and STATLER 
NEW YORK  
MAYFLOWER and STATLER 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
STATLER HOTELS IN 
BUFFALO, BOSTON, 
HARTFORD •
1 in a room $6.50
2 in a room $5.50
3 in a room $4.50
4 in a room $4.00
WALDORF-ASTORIA and 
PLAZA, NEW YORK
1 in a room $8.00
2 in a room $6.50
3 in a room $5.50
4 in a room $5 .00*
*The Waldorf has no 4 in a room accom­
modations. All hotel rooms with bath.
FOR RESERVATIONS
write direct to Student Relations Rep­
resentative at the hotel of your choice.
For information on faculty and group 
rates in any of the above hotels, write 
Miss Anne Hillman, Student Relations 
D irector, Eastern D ivision  H ilton  
Hotels, Hotel Statler, New York City
Conrad N. Hilton, President
Automatic NCAA  
Invitation To 
Yank Conf. Champs
For the first time in history an auto­
matic invitation to the N CAA basketball 
tournament will be reserved for the 
champions of the Yankee Conference in 
1955-56.
The Conference of New England State 
universities is one of three new “auto­
matics” announced by the N CAA to swell 
the field to 25 teams. Others joining this 
status will be the Ohio Valley Confer­
ence and the California Basketball Asso­
ciation. In all, 17 conference champions 
and eight at-large teams will make up 
the N C A  A  field.
Under the 1956 draw the Yankee Con­
ference champions will meet the Ivy 
League champions, also an automatic 
qualifier, on March 12 or 13.
Members of the Yankee Conference are 
the University of Connecticut, Universi­
ty of Maine, University of Massachusetts, 
University of New Hampshire, Universi­
ty of Rhode Island and University of 
Vermont.
Connecticut teams have dominated con­
ference play in seven of the past eight 
years, with Rhode Island breaking 
through for its lone championship in 
1950. The Huskies were in the NCAA 
tournament field in 1954, but last year 
rejected the bid to accept a spot in the 
National Invitational Tournament at 
Madison Square Garden.
ty of New Hampshire in 1926, the M.A. 
degree from Ohio State University in 
1940. He has been Dean of the College 
of Liberal Arts at the University of New 
Hampshire since 1939. He was assistant 
to the President of the University from 
1937 to 1939. For ten years previously, 
he served in numerous posts including 
alumni secretary, director of the summer 
session and executive secretary of the 
university.
_ A  reserve officer of the U. S. Army 
since 1926, Dean Blewett went on active 
duty as major in 1941. He was promoted 
to dolonel While serving with the War 
Department General Staff.
Dean Blewett was chairman of the 
arts and sciences division of the Associ­
ation of Land Grant Colleges and Uni­
versities, 1948-49. He is serving now as 
a member of the executive committee of 
the New England Association of Col­
leges and Secondary Schools.
. . .. furfural, from sugar cane waste, oat 




Varsity Football vs. Rhode Island, 
Kingston, R. I.
Varsity Cross Country vs. North­
eastern, Boston
Saturday, October 8
Varsity Football vs. Maine (Home­
coming), 2:00 p.m.
Varsity Cross Country vs. Boston 
University, Durham
Freshman Football vs. Exeter, Ex­
eter
Freshman Cross Country vs. Bos­
ton University ’59, Durham
Varsity Club Notice
Old and new letter winners are 
urged to attend a meeting of the Var­
sity Club on Sept. 29, 10 p.m. at 
Acacia. Plans will be made for the 
Varsity Club Dance to be held in New 
Hampshire Hall on Dad’s Day.
S.U . Fund Campaign 
Gets Under Way
The Student Drive for the Memorial 
Union campaign began at the Kick- 
Off Banquet at Commons last Monday 
night with this years’ directors and 
student solicitors.
Paul Alipoulois, co-chairman of the 
student drive, acted as M. C. and in­
troduced Mary Butler who opened the 
banquet by singing folk songs and 
ballads.
Next, President Eldon Johnson gave 
many encouraging remarks on the 
great amount of student spirit and en- 
thusiam shown by UNH . He believes 
this year’s campaign will be as big a 
success as it has been in the past.
Mary Lou Parkhurst, also co-chair­
man of the students campaign sketched 
a brief history o f the Memorial Union 
drive.
Out-of-State Work
Jere Chase, Fund-Director o f the 
Memorial Union, spoke briefly on  what 
others in and out of the state are doing. 
He explained the interest shown by 
alumni, parents, corporations, and stu­
dents in terms of contributions so far 
received. He noted especially the stu­
dents participation towards their goal 
of $100,000 to be.reached by the Class 
of 1959.
Mr. Eddy explained what the M e­
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DEODORANT
Quickest, cleanest deodorant 
you’ve ever usedl Simply glide stick 
under arms—it melts in instantly, 
ContainsTHIOBIPHENE*,the most 
effective anti-bacteria agent. It’s 
the New Kind of Social Security 
— gives you absolute assurance. 
4 to 5 months' supply, IO O





At leading department and drug stores.
S H U L T O N
New York Toronto
Pictured above is the outstanding University of New Hampshire football 
coaching squad led by Chief Boston (center). Shown from left to right are: 
Pepper Martin, Andy Mooradian, Chief Boston, Whoops Snively, and Tony 
Bahros.
Wildcats Crown Purple 
Knights In *55 Opener
By John Deware
And the rains came to Durham Saturday afternoon as U N H  
rolled over the Purple Knights from Bridgeport 39-0 behind the 
talented running of halfback Teddy W right, who scored 3 of the 
6 N ew Hampshire T .D .’s, along with the timely downfield blocking 
of an alert New Hampshire line. “ Old Man W eather”  put a damper 
on the Wildcat’s 55 season opener, how­
ever, the weather did not dampen the 
spirit of some 1500 loyal fans who turned 
out to support the Cats as they literally 
swamped the Knights for their first win 
of this year’s campaign.
On the March ‘
Early in the first period UNH drew 
blood when Wright at the 43 sliced off 
left tackle and scampered 57 yards for a 
score. Minutes later, on a recovered fum­
ble, Wright again on the same play 
scored from the 35. Gleason converted 
making it 13-0. The play marred by pen­
alties and the sloppy conditions teetered
resents the “com ing of age” , for the 
construction of the new building itself 
is different and unique in itself. He 
stated that this was for the first time a 
real project contributed by friends, 
alumni, and students and not by the 
state legislature. He, as many others 
have done, outlined the triple purpose 
of the Memorial Union building: as 
“ center of student activity beyond the 
classroom” -it will help others how 
to get along with one another in par­
ticipating in outside activities and 
social events and in culture as con­
certs and lectures; as state and group 
convention headquarters; and as a 
living memorial for the men and 
women of New Hampshire who gave 
their lives in the W orld W ars and 
Korea.
Campaign
Norma Farrar explained the me­
chanics o f the campaign to the dorm 
captains and solicitors. The running 
total will be announced at the home­
coming game on October 10. Norma, 
at a previous meeting, stated that many 
people scoffed at the idea of approach­
ing students on the idea of contribu­
ting and that it can’t be done. It has 
now been proven by the three previous 
classes that this is not correct and is 
hoped to be proven wrong even more 
by this year’s Class of 1959 in going 
well over the student quota of $100,000.
It is hoped that the Class of ’59 will 
have (as much enthusiasm as other 
classes have had. The goal in front of 
the library wilBbe there to see how the 
freshman class is doing and to watch 






back and forth with the hard-charging 
N. H. line holding the Bridgeport back- 
field to small gains. The stage was set 
for the third N. H. score when Bridgeport 
got off a poor punt to the 30. On the first 
play from scrimmage halfback Dick Glea­
son on a wide reverse swept around 
right end into paydirt. Gleason again con­
verted. Several times the Cats charged 
deep into the Knight’s territory only to 
be denied a score because of penalties 
and fumbles.
Gleason Intercepts
With five seconds remaining in the 
half Gleason snatched a Bridgeport pass 
o nhis own 20 and untouched galloped 
straight up the sideline for a score as 
the half ended. The third period again 
saw the UNH squad on the move as they 
rolled to the 5 with Couture scoring on 
an off tackle plunge fattening the score 
to 32-0. The final N. H. touchdown came 
late in the 3rd period when quarterback 
Charlie Caramahalis nailed Wright with 
a 10 yard toss who then ran 32 yards for 
the tally. In a slow last period UNH 
threatened the Knights once more but 
were# unable to provide the necessary 
scoring punch.
Aside from the fine running of Wright, 
Gleason and Couture, the UNH line must 
be commended for its solid play as the 
Purple Knights did not cross the UNH 
30 the entire game. Mention goes to 
spunky center A1 Robichaud and to end 
“Doak” Walker who bolstered the line 
with their sterling defensive work.
Film Society
There will be an open meeting of 
the U N H  Film Society in Murkland 
14 on October 3, at 4 p.m. All members 
and interested persons are cordially 
invited to attend.
The purpose of the meeting will be 
to acquaint the members with the 
changes that have been made in the 
Society since last year.
Both University of New Hampshire 
co-captains, Dick Gleason and Ed 
Murphy, are Greater Boston boys, and 
both are of Irish descent. Gleason is 
from Wellesley and Murhpy from Na- 
hant.
Concert Choir . . .
(continued from page 1)
choirs of New England. This group 
has been carried via the Voice of 
America all over Europe, the Far East 
and Latin America. In fact one of the 
men who has become a Choir member 




TODAY, SEPTEMBER 29  
4-6 p.m. and 7-9 p.m.
TOMORROW, SEPTEMBER 30 
2-4 p.m.
WMDR STUDIOS
THIRD FLOOR, THOMPSON HALL
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Frosh Gridders Prep 
For Exeter Opener
A  squad of 54 University of New Hampshire freshmen football 
players moved into their second week of practtice Monday, pointing 
for the season’s opener against Phillips Exeter Academ y on Oct. 8 .
An original squad of 80 shrunk to 54 during the first week of 
practice, but Coach Tony Bahros regarded it as a normal sign and 
predicted that he would carry four full teams for the rest of the year. 
“ There’s an early process of separating
the hoys who sincerely want to make the 
sacrifices of college football from those 
who reported for the glory of the game. 
There’s hard work, as well as glory, in 
college football, and a certain percentage 
find that the price is higher than they 
want to pay.” .
Although the roster includes several 
well known high school and prep school 
stars Coach Bahros emphasized that 
“ we’re all starting from scratch” .
“The coaches aren’t interested in past 
performance,” said the former All-New 
England center, “we will pick our team 
on what a boy shows us, not on his clip­
pings. Ability is only part of a good 
football player. Attitude afid desire are 
j-ust as important.”
The following players, listed by states, 
remain on the yearling squad:
New Hampshire 
Paul Bellavanee, Nashua; Ronald Ben­
son, Nashua; Edward Chartrand, New­
port; John Choquette, North _ Conway; 
Carroll Dudley, Raymond; Rollm Gentes, 
Newport; John Gillespie, D erry; Lester 
Golley, Warner; Robert Hildreth, La­
conia; William Johnson, Exeter ; Greg 
Kageleiri,, Dover; Ody Katsohi, Nashua; 
Paul Kelly, Manchester; Richard Kelly, 
Manchester; Kermit Kappler, Man­
chester ; Richard Kelly, Manchester; 
Kermit Kappler, Manchester; Raymond 
Lagasse, Lincoln; Dana Lee, Lancaster, 
Edward Lehoullier, Nashua; Roger Lit­
tlefield, Portsmouth; Robert Longchamp, 
Concord; Philibert Ouelette, Manchester ; 
Peter Paquette, North Stratford; Phil 
Putney, Manchester; Richard Robbins, 
W olfeboro; Don Ross, Derry; Dino 
Scaletti, Iedstone; Frank Scarito, Ports­
mouth ; Glenn Smith, Lancaster, Angelo 
Silvestri, Manchester; William Therrien, 
Derry; and Joseph Vaillancourt, Man­
chester.
Massachusetts
John Angier, Newton; Fran Bresnahan, 
Northampton; William Callahan, Em­
body; Joseph Donahue, Braintree; John 
Flanders, Boxford; John Kennedy, Glou­
cester; Richard Levine, Newton; William 
Levesque, Middleboro; Domeuic Mazzoc- 
co, Lawrence; Richard Matson, Beverly, 
Robert Myerson, Ghelsea; Robert Pascu- 
oci, Gloucester; Peter Stewart, Scituate; 
Robert Sylvia, Middleboro; and David 
Wood, West Yarmouth.
New York 
Jerome Culver, Hastings; Thomas 
Fairchild, Mt. Kisco; and Raymond Don­
nelly, Albany.
Rhode Island 






Dr. Holden . . .
(continued from page 1)
Chinese families live in abject poverty,” 
he said “and sometimes they become the 
scapegoats for governmental failures.” 
The government professor praised the 
absolute freedom of religion that is en­
joyed by the Thai people. “ Buddhism qs 
the principal religion,” Dr. Holden said, 
“but the people are allowed to worship 
any God that they choose, and in any 
manner that they choose.” Professor 
Holden also noted that some American 
foundations are making progress in their 
attempts to get Buddhist colleges, and 
especially Buddhist priests, interested in 
the social and economic problems of their 
countrymen.
Heavy Lecture Schedule 
Chulalongkorn University, where Dr. 
Holden lectured, is about the same size 
as UNH. One important difference, how­
ever, between the Thai and the Ameri­
can students, is the work load of the 
average Thai student. Each student must 
attend about 30 hours of lectures each 
week in Thailand, as compared with the 
normal 15 or 16 hours per week for 
American and European students. This 
difference in the work load can be ac­
counted for when it is understood that 
there is little or no library work in the 
Thai universities. All instruction is given 
by lecture. Dr. Holden pointed out an­
other factor for this difference in work 
load when he explained that most of the 
work in the Thai universities is elemen­
tary compared to American standards.
Despite the differences between the two 
systems, Dr. Holden noted that “ stu­
dents are the same the world over.” The 








MAIN STREET DURHAM, N. H.
Seven Tennis Men 
Get Varsity Letters
The University of New Hampshire 
Varsity Tennis Team ended their 1955 
season with a record of two wins and 
seven defeats. Their only Yankee Con­
ference win was over Maine. The Uni­
versity of Massachusetts took first place 
in Yankee Conference competition with 
the Wildcats placing last.
Coach Bob Kerr’s net team was cap­
tained by senior Dino Stavros. Those 
players issued letters were: Curt Hard­
ing, Soph.; Joe Barry, Soph.; Don 
Hutchinson Jr.; Dino Stavros, Sr, 
Chuck Phillips, Jr.; Bob Connolly, Jr. 
Don Ballou, Jr.
As can be seen only one man has been 
lost through graduation leaving hope of 
a more successful season in 1956.
Tennis is a relatively new sport at 
UNH, and it is hoped will become more 
popular this year. Coach Kerr has at­
tempted to bring out the interest in 
tennis at UNH by setting up the Open 
Tennis Tournament which is now under­
way. There has been a good turnout 
with 19 single entries and 7 doubles 
entries.
Coined from the Greek words chemeia 
meaning chemistry and ergon meaning 
work, the word “chemurgy” designates 
that branch of applied chemistry devoted 
to industrial utilization of organic raw 
materials, especially fro farm and forest 
products.
U N H  Track Team 
2nd In Conference
The University of New Hampshire 
Spring Track Team ended up their 1955 
season with a commendable second place 
in the Yankee Conference under the dili­
gent leadership of coach Paul Sweet.
The Wildcat tracksters also won two 
of their three dual meets beating Maine 
and MIT. losing to Springfield only. The 
team was captained by senior sprinter, 
Bernie Campbell. Letters were awarded 
to: Jere Beckman,, Bernie Campbell, 
Frank Capone, Maurice Carter, Marcel 
Couture, Don Crandall, Frank Danehy, 
John Fisk, Ron Hanson, Dave Hilton, 
Thomas Johnson, Gordon Penney, Mal­
colm Purington, Ed Roy, Dick Spauld­
ing, Don Vedeler, and Russell Williams. 
Speros Theodoras was awarded his let­
ter as manager.
Ace weight-man, Ed Roy, set a new 
UNH shotput record when he tossed 
lead 49 feet 3 inches against MIT.
Coach Sweet hopes to get his men out 
this fall for a ' few weeks of exercise 
in preparation for this years coming 
winter season.
. . . sorbitol, made by hydrogenation of 
corn sugar and used to control moisture 
in products ranging from tobacco to cos­
metics, and as a starting material for 




The Place to Enjoy 
Good Company
1 SCHOOL ST. DOVER, N. H.
Yankee Conference News
A  “ cHrk horse”  University of Rhode Island squad moved away 
to an early lead in the Bean Pot Sweepstakes by defeating slightly 
favored Maine 7-0 in the first Yankee Conference football game of 
the season at Kingston, Saturday. '
Hal K opp ’s Rams, who not only outscored Maine 7-0, but out- 
rushed them 179 yards to 52, and had a 9-3 edge in first downs, 
play host to the University of New Hampshire defending champions
at K ingston this week-end. ____________________________________
While Rody was defeating Maine last 
week, the Wildcats were exploding 
against the University of Bridgeport to 
the tune of 39-0, unleashing a fleet set 
of backs who proved they could run in 
the mud as well as over a fast track.
Halfback Ted Wright scored two touch­
downs the first two times he had his 
hands on the ball, one on a jaunt of 57 
yards, and the other covering 66 yards.
Co-Captain Dick Gleason tossed in an 
85-yard scoring rorhp.
Another big one is being played this 
week-end up at Oromo, Maine, where the 
wounded Bears, still rated as a potential 
conference champion, meet a surprising 
Vermont eleven which rolled over Union 
33-6. Last year the Bears ruined an un­
defeated season for Vermont 23-20. This 
year they may shackle two of New Eng­
land’s better backs, Eddie Beck and A1 
McLam. to insure a repeat performance.
Like the Kingston classic, the game at 
Orono now rates as a tossup.
Two conference teams — Connecticut 
and Massachusetts are stepping up a notch 
this week-end, as Massachusetts invades 
the Harvard Stadium on Saturday, and 
Connecticut plays BU under lights at 
old Braves Field.
Last year the Redmen of Charlie 
O’Rourke upset the Crimson 13-7, and 
this is generally regarded as a better 
Massachusetts’ squad. But the Harvards 
will be primed for revenge, no longer re­
garding their Yankee Conference foes as 
an opening breather.
Connecticut, after a stubborn 14-0 game 
with Yale last week, beards the BU 
Terrier in his home ball park. The 
UConns made it a real ball game with 
the Ivy League favorites last week, and 
Yale scored its second touchdown on one 
of the breaks which go with muddy field 
football. BU took a trouncing from Penn 
State in its opener and will be looking 





THE COLLEGE SHOP 
Brad Mclntire
P. O. BLOCK
LET'S 601 ITS LUCKY DROODLE TIME!
IF YOU’RE UP A TREE about what cig­
arette to smoke, there’s a pleasant 
point of view in the Droodle at left. 
It’s titled: Davy Crockett enjoying 
better-tasting Lucky as seen by b’ar 
in tree. Luckies taste better for a 
hatful of reasons. First of all, Lucky 
Strike means fine tobacco. Then, that 
thar tobacco is toasted. “It’s Toasted” 
—the famous Lucky Strike process— 
tones up Luckies’ light, mild, good- 
tasting tobacco to make it taste even 
better. . .  cleaner, fresher, smoother. 
So set your sights on better taste— 
light up a Lucky yourself!
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Cut yourself in on the 
Lucky D roodle gold 
mine. W e pay $25 for 
all we use—and for a 
whole raft we don’t 
u s e !  S e n d  y o u r  
Droodles with descrip­
tiv e  titles , in clud e  
your name, address, 
college and class and 
the name and address 
o f  the dealer in your 
co lle g e  tow n  from  
whom you buy ciga­
rettes most often. Ad­
dress Lucky Droodle, 
B o x  6 7 A ,  M o u n t  
Vernon, N. Y .
* 5 5 5 . ,




LUCKIES TASTE WfVSk-Cleaner. Fr
© A .T . Co. PR O D U C T o f  Am e r i c a ’ s  l e a d i n g  m a n u f a c t u r e r  o f  c i g a r e t t e s
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W IN S T O N  
T A ST E S G O O D !
LIKE A
C ig a r e t t e
SHOULD!
■  College smokers know Winston’s the filter cigarette that really 
tastes like a.cigarette! Winston’s real tobacco flavor really comes through to 
you — smoothly and easily — because Winston’s exclusive filter works so 
effectively. Try a pack! See for yourself: Winston tastes good — like a cigarette should!
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.
&  1 s w *
W I N S T O N
iM t
c lc jc v ie t te , !
Nobel Prize Winner Speaks O n 
Aspects o f Modern Soviet Life
Clarence E. Pickett, Secretary Emeritus of the American Friends 
Service Committee, will give a public address tonight a New Hamp­
shire Hall at 8:00 p.m. Follow ing the address there will be a ques­
tion period and a discussion.
Clarence E. Pickett, who is a member of the party o f six 
American Friends, just returned from a month in Russia, seeing
many little known aspects of Soviet life. 
They had impromptu visits and inter­
views with many Russians, including 
Andrei Gromyko, acting Foreign Min­
ister. In his address these experiences will 
be included.
Rev. Pickett grew up on a Kansas farm 
and graduated from the local high school 
of his home town. In 1910, he received 
his A.B. degree from Penn College in 
Oskaloosa, Iowa. From 1910 to 1913 he 
studied at Hartford Theological Semi­
nary in Conn. where , he received his 
B.D. degree.
Becomes Professor at Earlham College
After receiving his degree he served 
as a minister in Friends churches and 
as secretary of Young Friends activities 
in America. In 1922 and 1923 he studied 
at Harvard and then became Professor 
of Biblical Literature at Earlham College, 
Richmond, Indiana. From Earlham he 
came to the American Friends Service 
Committee.
He has been honorary secretary since 
1950. He is devoting special attention to 
endeavoring to discover areas in which 
the Service Committee can help improve 
the climate in which East-West relation­
ships are being carried on.
Prior to appointment as honorary secre­
tary, he served for more than twenty 
years'-as Executive Secretary of the Ser-
E. M. LOEW'S











vice Committee. The Quaker organiza­
tion was only twelve years old when he 
beibcamd its head and under his leadership 
the Committee expanded its program of 
foreign relief and rehabilitation and its 
work in the U. S.
Member of International Quaker Team
During the last five sessions of the 
United Nations he has been a member 
of a six-person international Quaker 
team. This team is ranked as one of the 
non-governmental organizations which 
are permitted to attend committee meet­
ings tQ discuss with official delegates 
measures in which it is particularly in­
terested, and to encourage the successful 
operation of this international organiza­
tion. In this capacity, he dealt with prob­
lems of the Korean truce, the unification 
of Germany, the Arab-Israel problems 
and other matters that have bearing on 
the peace of the world.
During work with the Service Com­
mittee, the traveled extensively in Europe. 
In 1949 he went to Egypt, Israel, and 
Palestine to survey the distribution of 
relief among the Arab refugees in south­
ern Palestine, undertaken by the Service 
Committee in behalf *of the United Na­
tions Relief for Palestine Refugees.
Receives Nobel Prize
In 1954 he received the Nobel Prize 
for Peace on behalf of the American 
Friends Service Committee. He is a 
member of the Cosmos Club in Washing­
ton, D. C., and the Harvard Club o f 
New York.
The public is invited to this public ad­
dress which is sponsored by The Lecture 
and Concerts Committee, The Christian 
Association and Pi Sigma Alpha.
. . . Reserpine, from tropical and semi- 
tropical Rauwolfia plants, is widely used 
in treating mental diseases and hyperten­
sion. New production techniques, based 
on ultra-violet absorption, paper chroma­
tography and fluorescence, are expected 
to facilitate production.
A.  -----         .
Meader’s 
Flower Shop
[Flowers For All Occasions 
Corsages a Secialty
TEL., DOVER 158a / ,
110 Third Street Dover, N. H.
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'Mademoiselle* Searches Campus 
For College Board Contestants
“ Mademoiselle”  is looking for outstanding women undergrad­
uates for its annual College contests: the College Board Contest, 
the Fiction Contest, and the Art Contest. Through them college 
women may test their abilities on a professional level and if they 
win, receive both experience and wider recognition.
In the College Board Contest those
who are accepted on the College Board 
try out their talent and ideas in jobs 
related to the publishing field by complet­
ing two assignments during the school 
year. The 20 best College Board mem­
bers win Guest Editorships and spend a 
salaried month in New York, round-trip 
transportation paid, writing and editoring 
“ Mademoiselle’s” 1956 College issue, and 
meeting distinguished writers and editors.
The Fiction Conest offers $500 and 
publication in “ Mademoiselle” to each 
of two winners. The Art Contest winners 
receive $500 each and illustrate the win­
ning Fiction Contest short stories.
published in “ Mademoiselle” during the 
past year; C) Describe and illustrate an 
ideal weekend wardrobe for a girl at 
your own college; D ) Do layout or 
copy or both for at least one promotional 
piece encuraging students to enter the 
College Board Contest.
Successful candidates will be notified of 
acceptance on the College Board before 
Christmas; the first College Board 
assignment will appear in “ Mademoisel­
le’s” January issue. For further informa­
tion concerning the contest, women stu­
dents should contact Chris Brehm, Con­
greve North.
Methods for Applying
November 30 is the deadline for apply­
ing for College Board membership. Stu­
dents may choose one of these four ways 
to apply. A ) Write a brief critique of 
August or September or October or No- 
-vomber “Mademoiselle” ; B) Draw a car­
toon series on any phase of campus life 
or illustrate at least one article or story




DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Week Beginning Friday, Sept. 30
Prof. Holden To Use Asia 
As Speech Topic On Oct. 28
Professor John T. Holden, Chairman 
of the Department of Government will 
be the initial speaker in the Internat­
ional Relations Club’s fall series of dis­
cussions on Asia, at an open meeting 
in the Alumni Room  of New Hamp­
shire Hall on Wednesday Sept. 28, at 
4 p.m. Professor Holden who will 
speak on “ A  Political Student Looks 
at Southeast Asia” served as a Ful­
bright Lecturer in Thailand.
The Club is headed this year by 
Daryl Flinn of New Brunswick. Janet 
Curran of Portsmouth is secretary. 
Prof. Allan Kuusisto is faculty adviser.
Clarence E. Pickett, Secretary Emer­
itus of the American Service Commit­
tee, will give a public address tonight 
at New Hampshire Hall on “American 
Quakers Visit Russia - in June - July, 
1955/’ A member of the party of six 
American Friends, he just returned 
from a month in Russia where he saw 
many little known aspects of Soviet 
life. Rev. Pickett had interesting im­
promptu visits and interviews with 
many Russians, including Andrei Gro­
myko, acting Foreign Minister. Fol­
lowing tonight’s public address, there 
will be a question period and discus­
sion. The address is sponsored by The 
Lecture and Concerts Committee, The 




★ D O V E R
Fri.-Sat. Sept. 30-Oct. 1
20,000 LEAGUES UNDER 
THE SEA
in cinemascope and technicolor
K irk  D oug las  James M ason
Sun.-Mon. Oct. 2-3
SEVEN YEAR ITCH
in cinemascope and technicolor
Marilyn Monroe Tom Elwell
Tues.-Wed. Oct. 4-5
THE PURPLE PLAIN
Gregory Peck Win Min Than 
Thurs. Oct. 6
THIS IS MY LOVE
Linda Darnell Dan Duryea
Thurs. Sept. 29
CITY ACROSS THE RIVER
GIRLS IN THE NIGHT
Fri.-Sat. Sept. 29-Oct. 1
SEVEN ANGRY MEN
D ebra  Paget Je ff H unte r
SHOTGUN
Sterling Hayden Yvonne Decarlo
Sun.-Tues. Oct. 2-4
FRANCIS IN THE NAVY
Donald O'Connor 
Martha Hyer Richard Edman
Wed. Oct. 5
THE BRIDGES AT 
TORO RI







Fri.-Sat. Sept. 30-Oct. 1
THE MARAUDERS .
Dan Durea Keenan Wynn
also
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*
IffWINSTON oil CM&l COMtpuA !
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. . Working engineers of P & W A,!
waiting for classes to begin 
at ft.PL's new graduate center.: 




Father Bonn To Speak Again 
A t  Newman Club Thur. N igh t
The Reverend Father John L. Bonn S.J., the gifted teacher- 
writer will be the guest speaker at the next meeting of Newman 
Club on Thursday, Sept. 29, at 8 p.m. Father Bonn will speak on 
N ew Frontiers of Sanctity.
Educational Students
He says that sanctity is possible in 
this mechanized age, and the machine 
does not “de-Humanize” the individual. 
This lecture looks toward a new civil­
ization and the 'employment of modern 
science and machines in contemporary 
living.
Born in Hartford, Conn., in 1906, 
Father Bonn was educated in New Eng­
land. He was Professor of Classical 
Poetry and Philosophy of Literature at 
Boston College from 1930 to 1949, but 
took a three year leave of absence be­
ginning in 1943 to serve as Chaplain in 
the United States Navy. It was while 
Father Bonn was engaged in the work of 
prison guidance from 1949 to 1952 that 
he gathered the material for his book 
Gates of Dannemora. He is now Profes­
sor of Literary Criticism at Fairfield 
University Graduate School.
Since 1940 when hJ published So Falls 
the Elm Tree, his first novelized biog­
raphy, Father Bonn’s books have been 
sought by a host of discriminating 
readers, who have a .serious interest in 
man’s real quality and capacity. In the 
midst of a career of teaching, writing, 
and the apostolic works of the priest­
hood, including the giving of retreats, 
this gifted Jesuit has been deluged with 
requests for lectures on literary theatrical 
and current events topics.
His wit vigor and deep sincerity as 
a speaker have won an ever-increasing 
response, and Newman Club feels fort­
unate in being able to present him once 
again by popular request.
Library Alters 
Lending Policies
During the summer several changes 
in poilcy have been made at the Ham­
ilton Smith Library. Loose date slips, 
which were used last spring, are still 
experimental, the experiment being 
based on successful practice in other 
libraries. The advantages of these are 
tw o-fold: books will be ready for the 
shelves sooner, and the end papers at 
the front of books will not be disfig­
ured by bookplates.
Because parents have asked that date 
slips be pasted in books for children, 
this will continue to be done. But 
adults should find the loose slips no 
real inconvenience. A  weight of paper 
suitable for use as a bookmark will be 
used.
Books Due Only on Wednesdays
Books are now due only on W ednes­
days. A  two-weeks book is due two 
weeks ahead plus the days between 
borrowing it and the following W ed­
nesday. This system provides a few 
extra days in most cases. It also helps 
the student to know when to return 
books without a date slip, and it saves 
a great deal of time at the Loan Desk.
The fine system has also been 
changed. In an effort to eliminate an­
noyance to the students, clerical work 
and bookkeeping, no fine will be 
charged unless an overdue notice has 
to be sent. Overdue books are checked 
on Tuesday mornings. Books returned 
on Mondays are safe. When a notice 
has to be sent, the fine will be five 
cents a day from the time the book was 
due, and if the bill is not paid before 
■the account it transferred to the Busi­
ness Office, a $.50 billing charge will 
be added automatically.
The library staff would appreciate 
hearing the students’ reactions to their 
efforts to give better service. Submit 
these comments to the librarian on 
duty at the desk.
Representatives Appointed 
For Chesterfield Coverage
Mitzi Hill of Chi Omega and Rich­
ard Ray of Phi Mu Delta Fraternity, 
have been appointed Chesterfield Cam­
pus Representitives for UNH , it was 
announced here today by Campus Mer­
chandising Bureau, Inc.
They were chosen from applicants 
throughout the country to represent 
Chesterfield Cigarettes. They will be 
working to aquaint the students with 
Chesterfield and L&M  cigarettes and 
are empowered to cooperate with stu­
dent activities such as dorm smokers, 
carnival booths, and special event com ­
mittees.
The University of Delaware, New 
Hampshire’s fourth opponent this fall, 
is ranked 7th in the East by the Dick 
Dunkel ratings, one notch ahead of Bos­
ton College.
Shoes for the entire family 
Prices to fit all pockethooks 
Shoes ‘styled to the minute’ 
for every occasion.
Carberry Shoe Store
Upper Square Dover, N. H. 
W e Give S 6 -H  Green Stamps
All students in Education 94 who 
are planning to do their practice teach­
ing the second semester of 1955-56 
should obtain the necessary application 
forms in the Education Office imme­
diately. The deadline for acceptance of 
the completed applications is Oct. 17.
For those in Education 58, results of 
the teacher selection battery taken in 
the spring may be obtained by making 
an appointment in Room 3 of Murk- 
land Hall.
Jacket Lost
_A University of Delaware student 
hitchhiking to New England during the 
summer accidentally exchanged jackets 
with a UNH  student who gave him a 
ride. The jacket had a University of 
Michigan Emblem on it.' The owner 
would like to have his jacket ex­
changed. His address is Richard W . 
Whealey, Box 1392, University of Del­
aware, Newark, Delaware.
Newman Club Presents 
Christoher Lynch Oct. 13
On October 13 at 8:00 p.m., in the 
Murkland Auditorium, tenor Chris­
topher Lynch will once again make an 
appearance in Durham. Sponsored by 
the Newman Club, the program will 
also include pianist Norma Holmes 
and Joan Walker, international singing 
star of NBC television.
Christopher Lynch has received fav­
orable mention from critics throughout 
the country. The New York W orld- 
Telegram says, “ There’s magic in his 
music, while the Shreveport Times 
calls the program “ Informal, friendly, 
and thoroughly delightful.’
Faculty!
According to the February 15, 1919 
edition of the New Hampshire the fac­
ulty dancing class will meet in the 
Thompson Hall gymnasium Thursday 
evening, February 20, at eight o ’clock.
W e hope the class won’t be dis­
turbed by indoor swim team practice.
Pat Abbruzzi, former University of 
Rhode Island great, who once set a 
Yankee Conference ground gaining record 
with 306 yards against the New Hamp­
shire Wildcats at Cowell Stadium in 
1952, almost duplicated the distance re­
cently when he set a league single game 
record for rushing, playing for the Mon­
treal Alleeutes in the Canadian circuit.
Students Pass Up 
Many Scholarships
Few people are fully aware o f the 
number and variety o f aids available 
to those students who need financial 
assistance to continue their college ed­
ucation on both the undergraduate and 
graduate levels. Thousands of unusual 
and often unknown opportunities exist. 
Unfortunately, funds set aside for 
scholarships many times go for years 
untouched because no one has applied 
for them,
“ Scholarships^ Fellowships, and 
Loans” by S. N. Feingold, two vol­
umes describing scholarship opportun­
ities, can be found in the reference 
room of the Hamilton Smith library. 
Thousands of aids are described and 
all necessary information for applica­
tion is included. Also “ Your Oppor­
tunity” by T. S. Jones is filled with a 
wealth o f information.
Scholarships generally are placed in 
one of three categories: general, re­
gional, or special. General scholarships 
are open to anyone regardless of re­
serving Chinese-American Food
OPEN DAILY AT 11:00 A.M.
>  AIR CONDITIONED  
Orders To Take Out
SUN-SUN RESTAURANT
513 Central Ave. Dover, N.
ligion, ancestry, or comtemplated 
course of study. Regional aids apply 
to persons who live in a certain locale. 
Special scholarships usually have sev­
eral stipulations, such as religious affil­
iations, organizational membership, or 
a definite program of study. All three 
types take in leadership ability, high 
academic standing, and almost always 
financial need as important considera­
tions. For the student wishing to pur­
sue graduate studies, fellowships and 
grants not requiring reimbursment are 
available.
Those wishing to study abroad will 
find a book published by UNESCO, 
“ Vacations Abroad” , invaluable. In 
this book programs for vacation 
courses, study tours, and work camps 
are listed. A  supporting organization, 
oftentimes will pay part or all of the 
expenses of such a plan.
SENIOR CLASS 
MEETING




a t  P ratt & Whitney A ircraft
First 702 Computer in East. Just installed, 
this advanced I.B.M. computer joins 
earlier electronic marvels that played a 
vital role in the development of Pratt 
& Whitney Aircraft’s famed J-57 jet engine.
Newest Supersonic Fighter. The Chance 
Vought F8U, latest in a growing group 
of military aircraft to fly faster than 
sound. Like most other record-breakers, 
it is powered b y a P & W A J - 5 7  turbojet.
Here's something 
unique in education.
Near the Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft plant in East Hart­
ford, Conn., a full-fledged 
graduate center was estab­
lished this fall by Renssalaer 
Polytechnic Institute. L o­
cated 115 miles from R.P.I.’s 
home campus in upper New 
York State, the new graduate 
facilities will enable working 
engineers from Pratt & Whit­
ney Aircraft tod  other com­
panies in the Hartford area 
to continue their studies. 
Without interrupting normal 
employment, it will be pos­
sible for students to obtain 
advanced degrees in special­
ized fields from the nation’s 
oldest engineering college.
Designed to raise the level 
of knowledge and to broaden 
the base from which ad­
vanced research can be ap­
proached, this entire pro­
gram will simultaneously lead 
enrolled engineers to greater 
achievement in their careers.
Last Wasp Major, most powerful piston en­
gine ever developed, is shipped by P&WA. 
This marks the end of an era as turbo­
jets take over as the source of power for 
heavy bombers, transports and tankers.
P R A T T  &  W H I T N E Y  A I R C R A F T
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better cigarette* 
Tod ay-
Enjoy a Cool Mildness 
never possible before!
r PUT a  ^  
SMILE IN Y O U R
SMOKING!
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
Attends British University
Fulbright Scholarship W inner 
Reviews Year Spent Abroad
(Editor’s note: This article was written by Dan Ford ’54, who 
spent last year at the University of Manchester, England, on a Ful­
bright grant. Each year UNH students are among those who go 
abroad on these fellowships; interested seniors should contact 
Dean Sackett in T-Hall immediately for information. Applications 
must be completed by Oct. 31-Oct. 15 for Australia and New Zeal­
and).
There are three ways for a college 
graduate to go to Europe. He can enlist 
in the U. S. Army, he can wait until 
he can afford to pay his own passage — 
or he can wangle a Fulbright grant.
Take it from one who was .there: the 
last way is the best. Each year, nearly 
200 U.S. college graduates attend uni­
versities in Britain alone. About the same 
number go to Germany and France, and 
smaller delegations are sent to other uni­
versities from Brussells to Bankok. The 
tangible benefits are generous: each stu­
dent receives his passage from his home 
town to his school abroad, and back 
again, plus a liberal maintenance allow­
ance abroad, plus allowances for books, 
travel, and incidentals.
Opportunity for Travel
The intangible benefits are even greater. 
A  Fulbright student studies for a year on 
the graduate level in his field,of special 
interest; he can register for an advanced 
degree or not, so that he is free to work 
at his own pace. But topping even this 
is the opportunity handed to him for 
travel — and the type of travel that no 
tourist can ever do.
In the two month-long vacations that 
British students are given, and during 
the summer months after school closed) 
I traveled over 5000 miles up and down 
through the British Isles and Europe, 
traveling by “autostop” (hitchhiking to 
you and sleeping in youth hostels.
But it is in the time a Fulbright stu­
dent actually spends at his university that 
he receives, the greatest value from his 
year. An American is well-received al­
most everywhere in Europe, particularly 
in Britain, where an American accent will 
allow a student to get away with almost 
anything. The average Fulbright lives in 
dormitories or “digs” with the ordinary 
students; he eats and studies and. works 
the way that they do. Usually he is called 
upon to make speeches of one sort or 
another to local clubs; often he joins 
student activities of the same nature he 
participated in at home.
Gain Knowledge of Host Country
In all these ways, he getts an insight 
into his host country that excels* that 
which he could get in any other way, for 
he in contact with the men and women 
who will be guiding that country in a few 
year’s time. A  Fulbright student_ with a 
willingness to learn (which sometimes in­
cludes a willingness to make a fool of 
himself) can come home with a better 
knowledge of his host country than most 
of its residents have gained in a lifetime.
Greek Gossip
The Greek W orld once again snow­
balls into action to the cry for more 
news. Exchanges, coffee hours, Fresh­
men teas, Saturday nite “ parties” , 
pledge raids will all be picked up at 
various spots along the way. The 
Greek snowball would be helped con­
siderably however, if the news were 
deposited obligingly at Ballard Hall, 
3rd floor, sometime Sunday evening.
Sigma Beta welcomes two “ expa­
triots” , Norm Poulin and Jim Langley, 
who are once again taking up residence 
on Madbury Rd. Social activities at 
the Beta house included a Saturday 
nite party and a tea for the Freshmen 
girls Monday afternoon. Chi O has 
started off the year with a spurt of 
ambition— plans for an entire new ad­
dition to the rear of the house are in 
the making, to include new living, din­
ing, and chapter rooms, a study, a 
deck, and three bedrooms. The living 
space will be increased to 36 and eating 
to 50. The sisters are hoping for com ­
pletion next September. Their social 
life hasn’t taken a back seat, though, 
a coffee hour after the game started 
things off, an exchange with Theta 
Chi is planned for next week and they 
are backing SAE for mayorality. The 
AGR’s are looking ahead to the future, 
with an exchange with Phi Mu tfye 
5th, and plans for a big Homecoming 
Dance the 8th. They are participating 
in Woodsman Weekend and support­
ing Sigma Beta in mayorality. Big 
plans seem to be in the making for 
mayorality, for SAE is also entering 
the big race. A  Freshman tea last week 
precipitated their social calendar. 
Kappa Delta welcomes a new initiate 
to the ranks, Margaret Rhines.
PhiDU lends an unusual note to the
Fine Furniture 
For Over 50 Years
Serving Dover and Durham
E. MORRILL 
FURNITURE CO.
421 Central Avenue 
Telephone 70
picture— their weekend consists solely 
of stag parties. They are far from ne­
glecting the other side of the fence. 
A  Freshmen tea last Tuesday began 
their social life, with plans for coffee 
hours and exchanges in the making. 
Phi Mu welcomed those poor souls 
who braved the elements Sat. to a cof­
fee hour after the game. An exchange 
with A G R  will highlight the week’s 
activities. Theta Chi has also joined 
the numbers of mayorality candidates. 
A  Freshmen tea and house party last 
week got them off to a social start. 
More and more vets are feeling the 
need for an education.
Alpha Chi started off the fall season 
with a swinging progressive rhythm at 
the Saturday afternoon coffee hour, 
with many thanks to the SA E ’s who 
provided a spontaneous Jazz concert 
— especially to Charlie Turner, Bill 
Shea and Jim Flanigan. The sisters 
carried on the festivities with an ex­
change last nite. They also plan to at­
tend Buzz Newman’s wedding in Mar­
blehead this Coming weekend. Renno- 
vations have been in order with a much 
needed paint job, and a radical black 
and pink room. The Phi Mu Delts have 
turned into interior decorators, paint­
ing the chapter room and dining room, 
topped off with a new landscaping job 
in the back yeard. The Delts are also 
joining the mob rushing into the com­
ing campaign, backed by Theta U. 
They’re starting the campaign off 
party. They’re switching to a stag 
right, with a coffee hour with Theta U 
tonite. Acacia climbed on the Fresh­
men tea bandwagon last Friday. The
weatherman frowned on their planned 
hayride last Sat. nite, so the brothers 
ended up at the Highland House for a 
party this Friday nite, and also are 
making plans for the annual Home­
coming weekend. Phi Alpha is also 
going all out to welcome back the 
grads with a Homecoming buffet din­
ner and dance. Their first exchange of 
the season will be at Chi O next week. 
The Theta U’s are giving a bon voyage 
for their financial advisors who are 
taking off for the European beyond 
this week. More improvements are in 
order, with new carpets, paint jobs and 
the like. They will begin, the exchange 
season with Phi Mu Delta.
Kappa Sig is going along with the 
conventional and also putting up a 
candidate for mayorality, backed by 
Alpha Xi. The house is turning 'inside 
out to welcome old grads, with gala 
preparations. The PiKA’s were among 
the few lost souls who turned out with 
a spirited cheering section for Satur­
day’s damp game. House dances after 
every coming game and preparations 
for Homecoming will highlight the 
future. Alpha Xi also welcomed the 
football fans in an open house last 
Saturday. Their hall is sporting a new 
love seat. T K E is planning their first 
big social function for the benefit of 
the alumni. That shouldn’t belittle the 
Frosh tea yesterday, however.
From tree bark, another wood waste, 
a new wax has just been made. Out of 
35 pounds of the bark of Ponderosa pine 
— one pound of the new product is pro­
duced.
'TEACH YOUR DOLLARS 
MORE CENTS"
by
Picking Up Part/ 
Provisions at
SHAHEEN’S MARKET
Just Off Upper Square Dover
Granite Notices
Friday. September 30, is the last day 
for seniors to sign up for yearbook pic­
tures, from 1-4 p.m. at the Notch. Pic­
tures will be taken Wednesday, October 
5, through Friday, October 15, in the 
T V  room at the Notch by Lincoln studio 
of Malden, Mass. The sitting fee will be 
$3 00
The GRAN ITE office in Ballard 304 
will be open Tuesday, October 4, from 
2-4 :30 and from 7-9 p.m. to distribute 
1955 GRANITES. Those who did not 
receive them last year may pick them up 
at this time upon presentation of ID cards 
or activity tax receipts. Copies of last 
year’s book and back editions will also 
be on sale.
G RANITE staff meetings are held on 
the first Thursday of every month, with 
work meetings every Thursday night on 
the third floor of Ballard. Any one inter­
ested in heeling will be more than wel­
come to come up Thursday night or con­
tact Pat Walker, 198, or Mary. Kilgore 
in Sawyer.
Best known and largest used chemurgic 
product is cellulose, made from wood 
pulp or cotton linters, and an essential 
constituent of such important products 
as cellulosic fibers and cellophone.
P. A. System . . .
(continued from page 1) 
Approval of committees also took 
place. Named to the Men’s Judiciary 
Board are: Jack Hill, Chairmap;' Joe 
Ford, William Smith, Alton Amidon, 
and Bob Hambleton. W om en’s Judic­
iary Board members are: Barbara
Butterfield, Chairman; Liz Larkin, 
Polly Ann Davis, Liz Knowles, and 
Judy Leavitt.
Dr. Holden . . .
(continued from page 5)
government professor stated that “ the 
scholastic averages there were about the 
same as they are in our own American 
schools — approximately 25% of the stu­
dents did good work, approximately 25% 
did poor work, and about 50% were con­
tent with gentlemen Cs.”
Professor Holden ended on a note of 
optimism. He stated that his own assist­
ant in Bangkok is currently studying at 
Cornell University, and he added that 
there is a good possibility that a student 
from Chulalongkorn University will be 
able to study at UNH in the next aca­
demic year. With more assistance of this 
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